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FRIDAY, 3 Oct.—Fine Film Series presents "A Raisin in the Sun" starring Sidney Poitier at 8:00 p.m. in the MH Auditorium. Admission only 75¢. Discussion following the film in the SAC Lounge.

SATURDAY, 4 Oct.—You can have now fun in the hay when you jump on the wagon at the annual Junior Class Hayride. The bus leaves Clare Hall at 7:00 p.m., and the wagon leaves Brownsburg at ? . Check with Dave Albano or Harry Mevey.

SUNDAY, 5 Oct.—Flicker Series from 8:00 to 9:00 p.m. in the SAC Lounge. "The Ghost of Zorro" with Charlie Chaplin. REACT sponsors.

MONDAY, 6 Oct.—At 7:00 p.m. in the gym there will be Women's Sports—jocks welcome.

TUESDAY, 7 Oct.—At 2:30 in Room 315, a new angle—Ecumenical Round Table. The Knights (MC, not Round Table) engage in Cross Country, with Bellarmine at 4:00 p.m. Choral Practice in the MH Auditorium at 3:15—bring your own saddle this week. SAC Auditorium will be the scene for Theology Dept. speakers program from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. Gentiles welcome.

WEDNESDAY, 8 Oct.—Board of Trustees meeting in the Board Room, 2:00 p.m. Wear your jims for Women's Sports at 7 p.m. Also at 7 p.m. there are two lecture series: "Jogging for Health" (and profit) in Rm. 130, Clare Hall; and "Discussions on Contemporary Theatre" in 251. At 8:15 "An Approach to Intelligent Investment" in 207. AT & T welcome.

THURSDAY, 9 Oct.—For all you squares and trapezoids in 205 from 11:30 to 12:30 there's a special geometry class. The Orientation Program hosts David Haire and Dan Lempa for "Explanation of Student Government" and "Description of Clubs and Organizations" in the MH Aud. at 12:30. A Computer Time Sharing Demonstration will be held in the Faculty Lounge from 11:30 to 1:30. At 4 p.m. it's Cross Country vs. Louisville. Choral practice on the bridge path in MH Auditorium at 3:15. Somewhere at sometime there's an MC Faculty Wives' Meeting.

"To lie awake at night and think about life's problems is terrible, but to lie awake and think about pizza is intolerable!" —Snoopy

Lax of love and bagels,
Jewish Redbird

Students and faculty at Marian College are in a very precarious position. Last week a poll was taken of the student body resulting in an agreement by 86% of the 557 opinions polled that the existing set of dress regulations should be eliminated. Now what?

If the Student Board is thwarted in its attempts to eliminate this rule after its presentation to the Student Services, what will we do? It is very clear that if such a vote is cast by the faculty and administrator of the Student Services that we are not thought to be mature enough to dress ourselves appropriately, that we will not display a proper "image" to the surrounding community, which has become little more to this college than a "potential pot of gold".

It then becomes our right and obligation to redirect the goal of this institution and the individuals who are responsible for enforcing such arbitrary rules. We are not here to subject ourselves to the perversion and prostitution of our intellects. Nor are we here to promote any image which infringes upon our personal rights. Rather, we are here to learn about ourselves and how we can effectively change a society so distorted that it precludes final judgement on its members solely on the basis of appearance.

It is time each and everyone of use realizes that their is a higher principle involved and act accordingly. We cannot strike this rule when 92% of the people who request its elimination wear ties and jackets to meals on Sunday. So far as I am concerned if you are one of the 8% then you are bound to the elimination of this dress code—by whatever means necessary.

Tom Hanrahan

---

**ACTIVITIES**

**Friday, Oct 6**

- **REACT MON - Oct 6**
  - **R E A C T - M O N - O C T 6**
  - **PICK YOUR INTEREST**
  - **C. CHAPLIN**
  - **SUN. FEB. 12**
  - **8:00**
  - **ALL NEW**

---

**Saturday, Oct 7**

- **DOYLE HALL SALE NOW**
  - **IN FRONT OF THE MC AUDITORIUM**
  - **MC AUDITORIUM**
  - **AMAH FOR ALL**
  - **OCT 17**

---

**Sunday, Oct 8**

- **REACT - MON - Oct 6**
  - **PICK YOUR INTEREST**
  - **C. CHAPLIN**
  - **SUN. FEB. 12**
  - **8:00**
  - **ALL NEW**

---

**Monday, Oct 9**

- **SAC**
  - **MARIAN COLLEGE**
  - **CAMPUS CRETSAN VISITED**

---

**Tuesday, Oct 10**

- **ON SALE NOW**
  - **IN FRONT OF THE MC AUDITORIUM**
  - **SAC**
  - **8:00**
  - **ALL NEW**
Q. Why are the 5:30 night classes scheduled for dismissal at 6:45 and the next night class begins at exactly 6:45 with no break between these classes?

A. For years evening classes have been scheduled for 6:45 to 9:30 p.m., for a 3 s.h. class. It seemed that 9:30 was late enough to finish the class. Those faculty members who have classes now for two nights a week or who have 2 s.h. classes begin at 7:00 p.m.

Four courses are involved with the 5:30 to 6:45 time, Sociology, American Government, 20th Century Novel and Business Law.

Two of these classes have been placed here because of the request of the instructor. The other two were placed here so that students could get two classes during the evening sessions rather than one. Some people who come from town to class cannot make the class before 5:30. I agree that there should be a five or ten minute break for those taking two classes. We will see what we can do in the second semester.

Sr. M. Rachel Schulte
Registrar

NATIONAL NEWS
THE PRESIDENCY--On his welfare deal, Nixon proposed a minimum annual income with keeping a subsidy at $1600 for a family of four—a sum far below the poverty line. He felt that recipients of welfare should accept suitable employment or vocational training.

Concerning other issues, he suggested tax reforms and a maintenance of the oil depletion allowance.

At his first press conference in three months, Nixon said, "There are those who want instant integration and those who want segregation forever. I believe we need to have a middle course..."

Problem: What policy of Nixon's so far hasn't been shadowed by the middle opinion?

WAR—Congress this week experienced conflicting opinions over the war. Two dozen Democratic and Republican Senators plan to support National Moratorium Day of antiwar protest on October 15. The President feels that if there is "a united front behind our very reasonable war proposals," the war could end much sooner. Several proposals have been made to end the war. First, a coalition government to rule South Vietnam in which the Communists would share in the ruling; however, President Thieu of South Vietnam considers this a victory for the North Vietnamese. Secondly, a "standstill cease-fire" would let all military forces maintain their present positions in a defensive manner. This plan would guarantee the Communists control over parts of Vietnam. The last and most favorable proposal was free elections supervised by an international commission.

Before any proposals can be reached definitely, there are many conflicts involved. While the Thieu-Ky regime in South Viet Nam is in power, Hanoi won't compromise on any plans. The Thieu-Ky government, the only stable one since Ngo Dinh Diem's regime, wants the United States to stay in Viet Nam because they feel their forces are not yet strong enough.

THE SENATE--Senator Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania was elected to Dirkson's past position of minority leader. Elected to Scott's old job as assistant minority leader was Michigan's Senator Robert Griffin—also a moderate as Scott is. Both men have subscribed to the President's Viet Nam policies and both are "liberal" on civil rights. These two elected will supposedly bring cohesion among GOP liberals and moderates.

On his first vote as minority leader, Scott voted against Nixon in favor of a plan to broaden the Administration's food stamp program.

LETTERS...
Fioretti
There is a word to describe the half-opened mouth of amazement. It is an unofficial word, although there is nothing limited or subjective about it. The word is "Bagawk," a realization that something is either so beautiful or so rude that the face cannot remain unchanged upon its awareness. "Bagawk" is the unmasked, naked face that confronts goals, situations, people, and especially itself with disbelief, surprise. To bagawk—to lay your thoughts on a scale and watch it tip over or not move at all. To bagawk—to love or hate or realize you've done neither.

The Fioretti would like to hear from the bagawkers. A poem, a review, an article, just a word to let us know you're around. Deadline for your amazements is November 3rd. Theme for the first issue is "Peace Prism." Think about it, bagawk, and write about it if you want.

U.B.I.
The black students at Marian College out of necessity rather than despair accuse this establishment of institutional racism. This institutional racism has subordinated the black students of this college and maintained control over them.

You (Marian College) have forced the black students into a psychological ghetto. You have made us subjected people victims of greed, cruelty, insensitivity, and guilt. No longer will the Black students of this college allow such a sense of superiority to permeate this institution, no longer will we allow individuals to absolve themselves from individual blame, and no longer will we allow the existence of anti-black attitudes and practices to go unrecognized for what they are.

This institution because of its racist attitude has forced Black students toward middle class goals and has forced the Black student to identify themselves with the white equivalent class. We, realizing and loving our heritage, recognize the impossibility of such
Record Review

This week's album is dedicated to all the "blues-addicts" here on campus. This album comprises all the #1 blues musicians: MUDDY WATERS, PAUL BUTTERFIELD, OTIS SPANNA, MIKE BLOOMFIELD, BUDDY MILLES, SAM LAY, and bassist DONALD DUNN. The album is named "FA-ThERS AND SONS." This title is perfect for the album when you realize how Waters and Spann are the fathers of the blues, and Bloomfield and Miles rest are the sons of the blues.

Muddy is the main drive of this album but I feel that the spontaneity and freshness are kept up by the enthusiasm of the others.

Half the album was cut live at a Chicago concert and the other half was in the studio. The live side seems to generate more of the old rhythm and blues type music, and its hard to keep still while it's playing.

Although this album seems to mostly be based around Mr. Waters, the rapport among the musicians is fantastic. The musicianship is shared by all. I guess that it is due to the great respect that they must have toward each other as musicians that keeps any one person from actually dominating any song.

This album is really a musicians' dream. Whereas before, you had to buy three or four separate albums to hear these fantastic artists, Chess Records has now made it possible to buy one and get all. It will soon be released with a great deal of publicity about it. When it comes, try and get it.

Record of the Week: MARRON GO HOME--JOE SCOTT

At the CARBONIC RECORDS are kept up by the CARBONIC team and the CARBONIC BARF is being fanned into the EARS OF the Faculty for their WAXY rendition of SUGAR BARF BARF BARF BARF BARF.

Thanks WNAP--PEACE--Ed.

SPORTS

INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL--

Last Sunday saw the beginning of MARIAN's most exciting Intramural sport--football. Despite the very poor field condition Sunday, there were some very good games. The "Game of the Week" was the first game played. It saw the "Big Ten" beat a very determined Soph. team the "Gods of Hell Fire" by a score of 7-6. This game, many felt, was the deciding game for the championship although three other teams are still very much in contention; they are the "Athletic Supporters" who defeated the "Terrible Ten," the "Lost Souls" who downed Dave Flight's team and the "KKK" who out hustled the "Faculty." The "Social Diseases" who were about as active as their name implies won by forfeit.

The overall scores for the game were:
Big Ten (7)  Gods of Hell Fire (6)
Athletic Supporters (13)  Terrible Ten (0)
Lost Souls (20)  Dave Flight's Team (0)
Social Diseases (51)  4ft Intramural Team (0)
Emerson's Boozers (6)  Wolf Pack (0)
KKK (30)  Faculty (14)

Next week's the games will start at 12:00 at the same place and hopefully on a lined field.

All captains are required to see Coach Dickison before Sunday to receive a set of rules; if they have not already done so.

Also any team who does not show up or has less than the minimum of 5 players to start the game must pay a $5.00 fine to Coach Dickison before Sunday or be banned from any further Intramural sports.

As to the rule on rubber cleats, Coach Dickison has decided to leave the ruling stand as is stated on the rule sheet. No football cleats--rubber, nylon, metal--will be permitted on the field during the game. This statement is final and no further argument or excuses will be allowed this coming Sunday. Tennis shoes or bare feet will be appropriate foot wear.

Due to John Yanneley's willful destruction of the goal post last Sunday by running into it head first a new ruling has been imposed. He or anyone else doing the said above, will be required to pay the fullest extent of their punishment--a sore head. No protection is available due to lack of funds. Sorry, John.

X.C.--

MARIAN lost its first X.C. meet to Rose Poly last Monday. Although the team lost, there was some great individual effort on the part of Bruce Hudson and Paul Sturm. Bruce, who was running in his first college X.C. meet, found his stomach a little upset; as a result he did not do as well as he expected but he did come in first for MARIAN. Paul Sturm, who has been bothered by injuries this year, came in third for MARIAN. Although the team did not do as well as expected they are very anxiously awaiting their next meet Oct. 7 with Bellarmine here.

Coach Dickison has very anxiously been trying to build up the X.C. team and with the help of Doctor Guzzetta he hopes to get scholarships for future X.C. men here at MARIAN. It is only proper that this sport be given equal opportunity to mature as the other varsity sports at MARIAN.

*SEE DRESS CODE--Ed.

STRANGE BUT TRUE...

Elly Lilly was a flower child who was outside and now pushes drugs for the establishment.

Student Services = SS Beware!
Marian College
Love it or Leave it...

JOHN BIRCH...

The Carbon asks the infamous J.B. Society for a slight clarification of policy. J.B. has opposed fluoridation and sex education. What then do they want? Oh mighty J.B.? Illegal children with rotten teeth.

Principle is always fought from a full stomach point of view--
Misquote from H. Twain.

Reports have it, from very unreliable sources, that MARIAN's Olympic size, inside swimming pool will open within the next two weeks. There has been an attempt to schedule more hours for the pool to be open to the student body but we will have to wait and see what progress has been made along these lines. Times will be posted soon.
Op you feel your flying phallic symbol is drooping, Buddy? Is it like your bird has flipped too often? Cheer up, Sweetie. The Phoenix, as in Goldwater's Arizona or primitive myths, is to fly once more (maybe twice if all goes well). The received reliable information that the ever-famous historic cereal, Phoenix, may fly this Tuesday, Oct. 7 or 8. Whenever they decide to have Tuesday. So, look for your official college newspaper soon. Meanwhile read the Carbon, your unofficial college Skibbo.

According to the other CTA reports the Phoenix has been a nasty organization in the mind of Student Board. Machinery needed to improve the Phoenix copy and financial status was delayed without Student Board approval. The Wednesday night SB meeting found a motion for machinery supplies, without any official foreknowledge of the machine. Now far be it from us to accuse anyone of "Up against the wall S.B." tactics, but this situation seems to deem such accusations appropriate. We can understand the Phoenix anticipation in attempting to go to press, yet cannot understand their assuming of SB finances which they have no assurance of. Nor can we understand this of any organization such as contracts dance bands without at least some advised approval from the SB. Perhaps we shouldn't be so sure of our Almighty money tree.

John Mahoney

Letters cont., Oct. 7

IDENTITY. We cannot become white and have no such desire to do so. The black students must begin to redefine themselves in Black terms. We must begin to recognize more fully the need to assert our own definitions, reclaim our history and our culture. It has been the responsibility of Marlian as an institution of higher learning to assist us in such a program but because of her racist policies we've only been shoved toward greater white identification.

In establishing a pro-black philosophy we do not necessarily assume an anti-white philosophy, but recognize the need for stronger self-development. This institution must become aware of its growing Black enrollment and adjust curriculum and staff to suit the ever-growing needs of Blacks on this campus. If such a program cannot be developed through joint planning by Black students and Marlian College more severe measures will be taken.

We now re-new our accusation and again attribute the label of "racist institution" to Marlian College.

Terence O. Smith

The evening was about 7:30 when Irene was to leave for her date. She checked her makeup and proceeded to cover an exposed pimple with medicated make-up. She tugged at her collar which wasn't quite starched enough and stabbed with another Bobby-pin after which she laced it securely into place. Her knee socks were a little loose and consistently fell down around her ankles causing her to damn the luck of having skinny legs.

Her date arrived, knocked on the door, and asked if Irene was ready. They had been dating for some time now so her mother felt at ease with him in which case she merely screamed towards the bathroom in order to summon her pimping daughter. Irene came out, they went out, and had a good time at the circus.

Upon returning to the house Irene prepared her lips for the usual good night kiss that followed each date and also ended the energy she would usually expend on anybody.

Instead of a kiss this time, she heard him say:

Irene - I've been dating you for a reason that is to cover up the fact that I'm a homosexual. I'll never date you again.

Irene went on, stopped at the mirror and couldn't see her eyes through the make-up.

Michael Miller

Letters cont., Oct. 7

Young Republican

Government is man's greatest attempt to organize his society and the success or failure of that government is dependent upon the response of the governed. If that response is weak then we will be the government. If we don't become involved, both physically and intellectually in our government, we will not be the rulers but we will be ruled. There are many issues confronting the people of the United States and some of these, directly or indirectly, effect us at Marlian College. In order to make any educated assumptions or inquiries about these issues all sides must be recognized and perhaps associated into one's thinking.

The members of the Young Republicans Club are trying to discern solutions and present suggestions on how to improve it. We are trying to help but we need you involvement too. We cordially invite you to the Young Republicans meeting, Thursday, October 9, at 12:00, noon, room 309.

Young Republicans

Forget feasibility

It will compromise us soon enough.

$2.00/cpl.

HAYRIDE - SAT NITE

A RAISIN IN THE SUN 75c